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Disclaimer 
 
The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes 

only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or 

functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and 

timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of 

Oracle.
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Executive Overview 

Oracle Fusion Applications are next generation applications that provide a new standard for 

innovation, work, and adoption.  Oracle Enterprise Performance Management (Oracle EPM) plays a 

strong role in this strategy by integrating analytics into key operational processes.  Oracle EPM is a 

complete, open, and integrated suite of applications and tools that help organizations gain better 

insight, make better decisions, and drive better results.  Oracle EPM technology is embedded 

throughout Oracle Fusion Applications, including the Allocation Manager feature in Oracle Fusion 

General Ledger which replaces the MassAllocation and recurring journal features in General Ledger in 

the Oracle E-Business Suite.  The Allocation Manager feature provides a solution that improves 

usability and performance by leveraging Oracle Essbase, the industry-leading multidimensional analysis 

engine. 
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Introduction 

Traditionally in General Ledger in the Oracle E-Business Suite, the MassAllocation and recurring 

journal features were defined to allocate financial amounts across a group of cost centers, departments, 

or divisions.  This process was subject to the following issues: 

 The user interfaces for defining MassAllocation and recurring journal formulas were not easy to 

understand. 

 Generating MassAllocation and recurring journal entries could be time-consuming due to 

performance issues. 

The Allocation Manager feature in Oracle Fusion General Ledger is a powerful tool that provides 

flexibility, automation, intelligence, and control in distributing costs and revenues across the enterprise.  

It replaces the MassAllocation and recurring journal features in General Ledger in the Oracle E-

Business Suite, providing a solution that improves both usability and performance.  The Allocation 

Manager feature provides an allocation wizard that is easier to understand, and formula components 

that provide equivalent functionality to recurring journal formulas with the additional advantages 

provided by Oracle Essbase, the industry-leading multidimensional analysis engine.  The Allocation 

Manager feature also provides rule set functionality that allows users to group different rules and 

generate allocations in a manner equivalent to the Auto Allocations feature in General Ledger in the 

Oracle E-Business Suite.  This white paper will illustrate how to use the Allocation Manager feature to 

define run-time prompt variables, allocation and formula rules, and rule sets; and submit the Generate 

Allocations process. 
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Oracle Essbase 

Oracle Essbase is seamlessly embedded within Oracle Fusion General Ledger and provides 

multidimensional balances cubes.  Every time a journal entry is posted in Oracle Fusion General 

Ledger, the balances cubes are updated at the same time. 

 

Figure 1. Oracle Fusion General Ledger Balances 

 

Balances are stored in cubes by dimensions.  Example dimensions include the following: 

 Accounting Periods 

 Ledgers and Ledger Sets 

 Dimensions per Chart of Account Segment 

 Scenario (Actual, Allocated, Total for Allocations, Budget) 

 Balance Amount (Beginning Balance, Period Activity, Ending Balance) 

 Amount Type (PTD, QTD, YTD) 

 Currency 

 Currency Type 

Users can perform account analysis by pivoting on dimensions either online or via the Smart View add-

in for Microsoft Excel.  Balances are also pre-aggregated in a balances cube at every level of dimension 

and account hierarchy for rapid analysis.  This replaces the concept of summary accounts in General 
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Ledger in the Oracle E-Business Suite.  Pre-aggregation in a balances cube addresses the performance 

issue with the MassAllocation and recurring journal features. 

Allocation Manager 

The Allocation Manager feature is used to create allocation and other formulaic journal templates for 

generating periodic journal entries automatically.  Allocations are defined and generated on top of the 

pre-aggregated balances in the balances cubes and provide the following benefits: 

 Immediate real-time access to financial balances for allocations 

 Accelerated performance with highly scalable allocations 

Allocation components include run-time prompt variables, rules, formulas, and rule sets.  These 

components are stored in Oracle Essbase.  The Allocation Manager feature: 

 Distributes revenues or costs with recursive allocation rules 

 Creates complex formula rules using formula component 

 Contains an allocation wizard to define allocation and formula rules 

 Uses real-time check of rule definitions to validate correctness of rules 

 Minimizes setup and maintenance with reusable components 

 Simplifies the allocation-generation process by integrating with enterprise scheduler 

 Groups rules together in rule sets to cascade allocations for processing efficiencies 

 Creates primary, statistical, or foreign currency allocation and formula rules 

This white paper will demonstrate how to define and submit the following components: 

 Run-Time Prompt Variable 

 Case Study 1: Allocation Rule 

 Case Study 2: Formula Rule 

 Rule Set 

 Generate Allocations 

The demonstration assumes the user has a role with access to the Journals Work Area in Oracle Fusion 

General Ledger and a duty with access to the Create Allocation Rules task. 

Run-Time Prompt Variable 

Before defining a rule, the user can define a run-time prompt (RTP) variable.  An RTP variable is an 

optional component of a rule.  When the user generates an allocation based on a rule with an RTP 

variable, the user is prompted at run-time to specify a dimension member for which an RTP has been 

defined to use in the allocation calculation.  An example of an RTP variable is Accounting_Period that 
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prompts the user to specify what period to use in the allocation calculation.  An RTP variable can be 

created once and shared across multiple rules. 

To create an RTP variable, execute the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Journals Work Area. 

2. Click on Create Allocation Rules under Tasks. 

 

Figure 2. Create Allocation Rules 

 

3. Once the Allocation Manager opens in a new browser window, a cube will be highlighted 

based on the current data access set selected in the Journals Work Area.  To define the run 

time prompt, select Variables under the Tools menu. 
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Figure 3. Allocation Manager 

 

4. Expand Essbase, highlight an accounting flexfield structure, right-click on the row, and select 

New from the menu. 

 

Figure 4.Define New RTP Variable 

 

5. The Variable Designer opens in a new tab.  Enter the variable header and value information. 

Note: A default value must be entered and the variable name cannot contain any spaces. 

VARIABLE HEADER INFORMATION 

Name Accounting_Period 

Type Member 

 

VARIABLE VALUE INFORMATION 

Dimension AccountingPeriod 

Default Value Apr-11 

RTP <checked> 

RTP Text Enter Accounting 

Period 
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Figure 5. Define RTP Variable Header and Value Information 

 

6. Click on the Save icon.  The RTP variable is ready for use. 

Case Study 1: Allocation Rule 

Assumptions 

 The chart of accounts includes segments for company, department, account, sub-account, and 

product. 

 Parent department 200 includes the following child departments: 

o 210 - US Organization 

o 220 - CAD Organization 

o 230 - International Organization 

 A journal entry is made in Apr-11 to record the monthly salaries for each department.  Account 5800 

is the salaries account.  Account 2210 is the accounts payable account. 

DR 01.210.5800.0000.000  200 

DR 01.220.5800.0000.000  300 

DR 01.230.5800.0000.000  500 

CR 01.000.2210.0000.000  1,000 

 A journal entry is made in Apr-11 to record the monthly pool balance.  Account 7094 is the pool 

account. 

DR 01.000.7094.0000.000  10,000 

CR 01.000.2210.0000.000  10,000 

Goal 

 The goal is to allocate the monthly pool balance of 10,000 to the three child departments in parent 

department 200 based on the monthly salaries for each department.  An allocation rule needs to be 

defined to generate the following journal entry for Apr-11.  Account 7070 is the target account. 

DR 01.210.7070.0000.000  2,000 
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DR 01.220.7070.0000.000  3,000 

DR 01.230.7070.0000.000  5,000 

CR 01.000.7094.0000.000  10,000 

Configuration 

To create an allocation rule to achieve the above goal, execute the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Journals Work Area. 

2. Click on Create Allocation Rules under Tasks. 

3. Once the Allocation Manager opens in a new browser window, a cube will be highlighted 

based on the current data access set selected in the Journals Work Area.  Expand to the db 

under the cube, highlight the row, right-click on the row, and select New from the menu. 

 

Figure 6. Define New Allocation Rule 

 

4. Enter the rule name and click on OK button. 

5. The Rule Designer opens in a new tab.  Under New Objects, click, hold, and drag the Point of 

View object.  Place it between the Begin and End nodes in the Rule Designer.  Enter a 

caption. 

Note: A Point of View is used to define dimension values that remain fixed throughout the entire 

allocation rule.  For example, assume a chart of accounts includes a segment for future use.  The 

Point of View fixes the value to be the default value so that the dimension value does not have to 

be selected while defining the source, basis, target, offset, or allocation range. 
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Figure 7. Add Point of View 

 

6. Enter a variable dimension value.  Click on the Value field for Accounting_Period.  Click on 

the Actions icon and select Variable from the dropdown list.  Under Category, select Database 

from the dropdown list.  Click on Accounting_Period.  Click on the OK button. 

 

Figure 8. Define Variable Dimension Value for Point of View 

 

7. Enter member dimension values.  Click on the Value field for another dimension.  Click on 

the Actions icon and select Member from the dropdown list.  Select a member and click on 

the blue select arrow pointing right.  Click on the OK button.  Repeat for all dimensions to 

include in the Point of View. 

Note: In this scenario, the following are fixed dimension values. 

Ledger = Vision Operations (USA) 
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Company = 01 

Sub-Account = 0000 

Product dimension = 000 

Currency = USD 

Currency Type = Total 

 

Figure 9. Define Member Dimension Values for Point of View 

 

8. Under New Objects, click, hold, and drag the Allocation object.  Place it between the Point of 

View nodes in the Rule Designer.  Click on the Next button. 

 

Figure 10. Add Allocation 

 

9. Enter source dimension values and click on the Next button. 
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Note: The source defines the location of the pool balance.  In this scenario, if the source is defined 

as department 000 and account 7094, the pool balance is located in 01.000.7094.0000.000 when 

combined with the fixed member dimension values in the Point of View.  The Scenario, Amount 

Type, and Balance Amount dimension members default. 

 

Figure 11. Define Source 

 

10. Enter allocation range dimension values and click on the Next button. 

Note: The allocation range defines the range of values on which to allocate.  This is used for the 

basis and target by default.  These values must be parent values. 
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Figure 12. Define Allocation Range 

 

11. Enter target dimension values and click on the Next button. 

Note: In this scenario, if the target is defined as account 7070, the pool balance is allocated to the 

child combinations within 01.200.7070.0000.000 when combined with the allocation range and the 

fixed member dimension values in the Point of View.  The target is usually the debit side of the 

allocation when allocating expenses. 
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Figure 13. Define Target 

 

12. Enter offset dimension values and click on the Next button. 

Note: In this scenario, the offset is defined as account 7094, the same account as the pool balance.  

It is not required for the offset to be the same account as the pool balance.  The offset is usually 

the credit side when allocating expenses. 
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Figure 14. Define Offset 

 

13. Optionally enter any dimension values to exclude from the allocation range and click on the 

Next button. 

14. Enter basis dimension values and click on the Next button. 

Note: In this scenario, the basis is defined as account 5800.  The basis is the salary balances of 

child combinations within 01.200.5800.0000.000 when combined with the allocation range and the 

fixed member dimension values in the Point of View.  Alternatively, “Allocate Evenly” could have 

been selected as the allocation method instead of entering a basis. 
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Figure 15. Define Basis 

 

15. Click on the Next button. 

16. Click on the Finish button. 

17. Click on the Save icon 

18. Click on the Validate and Deploy icon. 
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Figure 17: Validate and Deploy 

Case Study 2: Formula Rule 

Assumptions 

 The chart of accounts includes segments for company, department, account, sub-account, and 

product. 

 Account 1210 is the trade receivables account. 

 The PTD period activity in account 1210 is 100,000. 

Goal 

 The goal is to create an allowance for bad debt based on five percent of the PTD period activity to 

the trade receivables account.  Account 7730 is the bad debt expense account, while account 1260 is 

the allowance for bad debt account:  A formula rule needs to be defined to generate the following 

journal entry for Apr-11.   

DR 01.000.7730.0000.000  5,000 

CR 01.000.1260.0000.000   5,000 

Configuration 

To create a formula rule to achieve the above goal, execute the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Journals Work Area. 

2. Click on Create Allocation Rules under Tasks. 
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3. Once the Allocation Manager opens in a new browser window, a cube will be highlighted 

based on the current data access set selected in the Journals Work Area.  Expand to the db 

under the cube, highlight the row, right-click on the row, and select New from the menu. 

4. Enter the rule name and click on OK button. 

5. The Rule Designer opens in a new tab.  Under New Objects, click, hold, and drag the Point of 

View object.  Place it between the Begin and End nodes in the Rule Designer.  Enter a 

caption. 

6. Enter a variable dimension value.  Click on the Value field for Accounting_Period.  Click on 

the Actions icon and select Variable from the dropdown list.  Under Category, select Database 

from the dropdown list.  Click on Accounting_Period.  Click on the OK button. 

7. Enter other member dimension values.  Click on the Value field for another dimension.  Click 

on the Actions icon and select Member from the dropdown list.  Select a member and click on 

the blue select arrow pointing right.  Click on the OK button.  Repeat for all dimensions to 

include in the Point of View. 

Note: In this scenario, the following are fixed dimension values. 

Ledger = Vision Operations (USA) 

Company = 01 

Department = 000 

Sub-Account = 0000 

Product dimension = 000 

Currency = USD 

Currency Type = Total 

 

8. Under New Objects, click, hold, and drag the Formula component.  Place it between the 

Point of View nodes in the Rule Designer.  Enter a caption. 
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Figure 18. Add Formula 

 

9. Enter offset dimension values and click on the Next button. 

Note: In this scenario, the offset is defined as account 1260, the allowance for bad debt.  The 

offset is child combination 01.000.1260.0000.000 when combined with the fixed member 

dimension values in the Point of View. 

10. Enter formula member dimension values. 

Note: In this scenario, if the formula member dimension value is defined as account 7730, the bad 

debt expense will be charged to child combination 01.000.7730.0000.000 when combined with the 

fixed member dimension values in the Point of View. 
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Figure 19. Define Offset and Formula Members 

 

11. Click on the icon for the formula field and select Member from the dropdown list. 

 

Figure 20. Define Formula 

 

12. Select the Account dimension value, highlight the row, and click on the blue select arrow 

pointing right. 

Note: In this scenario, the goal is to calculate an allowance for bad debt based on the PTD period 

activity in trade receivables account 1210.  The trade receivables account combination is 

01.000.1210.0000.000 when combined with the fixed member dimension values in the Point of 

View. 
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Figure 20. Define Formula Members 

 

13. Repeat for the other formula member dimension values and click on the OK button when all 

formula member dimension values are selected. 

Note: In this scenario, the following dimension values are selected.  Selection of members for the 

dimensions below is mandatory for the source in a formula component. 

Scenario = Actual 

Balance Amount = Period Activity 

Amount Type = PTD 
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Figure 21. Define Formula Members (continued) 

 

14. Multiply the formula expression by .05 

 

Figure 22. Define Formula Calculation 

 

15. Click on the Save icon 
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16. Click on the Validate and Deploy icon. 

Rule Set 

Rule sets can be created by combining two or more related rules so that they are launched sequentially. 

To create a rule set, execute the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Journals Work Area. 

2. Click on Create Allocation Rules under Tasks. 

3. Once the Allocation Manager opens in a new browser window, expand to Rule Sets under the 

highlighted cube, highlight the row, right-click on the row, and select New from the menu. 

 

Figure 23. Define New Allocation Rule Set 

4. Enter the rule set name and click on the OK button. 

5. The Ruleset Designer opens in a new tab.  Expand to the db under the cube for which the 

rule set will be created, expand the rules, and drag desired rules under the rule set. 

 

Figure 24: Add Rules to Rule Set 

6. Click on the row for the rule set, click on the Variables tab, and check on Merge Variables. 
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Note: Merge Variables means that common variables among all rules in the rule set are merged so 

that the user only has to select the run-time prompt value once when submitting the Generate 

Allocations process. 

 

Figure 25: Add Rules to Rule Set 

7. Click on the Save icon 

8. Click on the Validate and Deploy icon. 

Generate Allocations 

To generate allocation journal entries for the above case studies, execute the following steps: 

1. Navigate to the Journal Work Area. 

2. Click on Generate Allocations under Tasks. 
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Figure 26. Generate Allocations 

 

3. Select a rule or rule set and enter any run-time prompt values. 

 

Figure 27. Generate Allocation Parameters 

 

4. Uncheck the Post Allocations checkbox if automatically posting the generated allocations is 

not desired. 
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5. Click on the Submit button. 

6. Generate Allocations will submit four processes consecutively (three if Post Allocations is not 

selected) that will calculate the allocation, write back the results to the GL_INTERFACE 

table, import the batches/journals, and post the batches/journals to Oracle Fusion General 

Ledger. 

 

Figure 28. Generate Allocation Processes 

Conclusion 

The Allocation Manager feature in Oracle Fusion General Ledger is a powerful tool that provides 

flexibility, automation, intelligence, and control in distributing costs and revenues across the enterprise.  

The graphical, wizard-driven rule designer makes creating allocation formulas easy and pre-aggregated 

balances enable faster generation of journal entries, offering significant advantages over similar 

functionality in Oracle E-Business Suite.
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